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HOW TO CHANGE BUTTON OPERATION ON THE GS-FW032 &33

The operation of  the SPEAK and the SPEAK TO GROUP switches can be altered to suit
individual requirements. There are 3 mode options for switch operation.

SWITCH MODE OPTIONS

1. Momentary: in this mode switches only work while being pressed

2. Latching: in this mode each time the switch is pressed the switch changes state between
on and off

3. Intelligent Lever Key: in this mode a short 'quick'  press on a switch will  cause it to
either latch on or off  and a long press will cause it to work in a momentary fashion only
while the switch is being pressed     

To change the operation of  the SPEAK buttons:

1. Turn the GS-FW032 or 33 off.
2. Hold down either channel 1, channel 2 or channel 3 talkback speak switch. 
Where channel 1 sets all speak switches to momentary, channel 2 sets all speak 
switches to latching and channel 3 sets all speak switches to intelligent lever key.  
3. Turn the GS-FW032 or 33 on.
4. Release the channel speak switch that was being held down.
5. The switch configuration is now saved in non volatile memory and the GS-
FW032 can now be used.

To change the operation of  the SPEAK TO GROUP button:

1. Turn the GS-FW032 or 33 off.

2. Hold down the speak to group speak switch and also hold down either 
channel 1, channel 2 or channel 3 talkback speak switch. Where channel 1 sets the 
speak to group switch to momentary, channel 2 sets the speak to group switch to 
latching and channel 3 sets the speak to group switch to intelligent lever key.  
3. Turn the GS-FW032 or 33 on.
4. Release the speak to group and channel speak switch that was being held 
down.
5. The switch configuration is now saved in non volatile memory and the GS-
FW032 can now be used.
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